The Handbook of Hybrid Investments
draws together a team of experts to
provide in-depth analysis of many of
the key issues that both sellers and
buyers require in order to operate the
labyrinthine complexities of hybrid
instruments effectively and profitably
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Equal grid – results in choppy
solutions

Unequal (“smart”) grid – results
in smooth solutions
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What We
Do

About
Refinitiv
Data is just the beginning.

Refinitiv, the former financial and risk business of Thomson
Reuters, is one of the world’s largest providers of news,
financial markets data, analytics, and infrastructure and
workflow tools. Serving more than 40,000 customers in a
wide range of industries including financial services, energy,
manufacturing, infrastructure, technology, consumer and
retail in over 190 countries, we provide information, insights,
and technology which drive innovation and performance in
global markets.

Venues and Transactions
We power the global financial
community to connect, transact and
streamline workflows to drive
performance and innovation.

Risk Management

Data, Analytics and Workflow
Our data and analytics help
companies better understand their
competition, identify new markets,
uncover M&A opportunities, and
execute on their plans for growth.

Agility and Efficiency

2018 HIGHLIGHTS
Our combination of technology and
data helps companies monitor and
manage price and third-party risk
effectively, screen customers, and
comply with KYC regulations in an
efficient way.

Industry
Rankings
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Industry
Awards

2018
Awards

Ensuring companies are prepared
for changing regulation, strengthen
corporate governance, achieve
sustainability, simplify their
processes and share information
more efficiently.

What We’re
Known For

Who We
Serve

Depth & Breadth of Content

Bankers

Corporate
Treasurers &
Strategists

Analysts,
Investment
& Portfolio
Managers

We have the largest collection of
global financial, risk and
economic data in the world.

Our Open Approach

Risk & Compliance
Managers
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Traders

Wealth
Managers

We allow customers and partners –
including developers, FinTechs and
new tech firms – to build safely on
our platform, making connections
which drive innovation and help to
quickly open new markets.

Reuters News
Reuters publishes more than 2,000
news stories per year, with
extensive coverage from 3,000
journalists in 200 locations.

Innovation
We’ve been innovating to drive the
market for more than 160 years. Today,
we’re helping companies harness Big
Data, apply AI and machine learning to
give them insight which propels them
ahead of their competitors.

Connecting Global
Markets
Customers around
the world

Countries

Corporate Customers

Investment Firms and
Hedge Funds
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Finance & Treasury
Solution

Challenges

A dynamic geopolitical environment and a tightening of financial
regulations means managing risk and market exposure has become
increasingly complex, and uncovering new opportunities, making informed
decisions and better execution is harder than ever. When you’re making
million-dollar decisions, you need fast, easy access to market-leading
data, tools, and analytics. You need information you can count on across
your treasury workflow, so you can manage risk in all its forms.

How our solution helps:

Short-term liquidity
and FX trade
execution

Cost of long-term
funding
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Understanding and
hedging financial
risk exposure

Credit and
counterparty risk

Manage short-term cash requirements and maximize
execution quality with market-leading foreign exchange
trading and workflow solutions:

Gain unique insight into cross-asset financial risk factors;
optimize hedging strategy with independent, marketstandard analytics:

•

Pricing from over 2,000 contributing sources, including
FXall in over 500 currencies

•

Integrated suite of FX and rates derivatives calculators
including Swap Points and Outrights, Swap Pricer and FX
Options Calculator

•

Comply with FX derivative trading regulations like MiFID II
and Dodd-Frank

•

Access in-depth cross asset data and tools to conduct
financial analysis (FX, market rates and commodities)

•

Commodities raw materials and hedging prices across
Energy, Metals, Agriculture and Shipping as well as leading
market news, insight and forecasts of future price driver

•

Money market views including fixings, deposits, repos,
central bank rates, commercial paper, short-term interest
rates, banker acceptances, zero curves and interest rate
derivatives

Develop independent view of counterparty/credit/default
risk for major trading partners:

Access comprehensive information to optimize long-term
funding strategy and reduce the cost of financing:

•

Quickly and easily analyze CDS and CDS indexes trading
volumes from the DTCC, with charting and a custom
search you can filter by instrument and constituent

•

Leverage StarMine Credit Risk Models: Refinitiv proprietary
ratings models

•
•

Track counterparty credit ratings with alerts from RATMON,
etc.

Best-in-class coverage of FX, rates, credit and loan pricing
corporation by IFR Markets

•
•

CVA analysis (in SWPR) for interest rate derivatives to
measure and manage counterparty risk

Calculators covering bonds, swaps, options, CDS and
forward curves

Target Audience functions:
Treasury, Cash Management, Finance & Compliance

Customer &
Third Party
Risk Solution

Every organization is at risk from the actions of customers, third parties, vendors, or
partners, including the abuse of the system by money launderers and financial criminals.
This has led to the development of a vast range of legislation around anti-money
laundering, anti-bribery and corruption, and customer screening. Businesses are obliged
to collect information on whom they are doing business with, not only at the beginning of a
relationship but on an ongoing basis as well. Balancing the regulatory operational burden
requires organizations to do more with less. There is a need for a more efficient approach
to the tools, technology and operations which support customer and third party due
diligence.

Challenges

How our solution helps:
Find hidden risk in business relationships and
human networks:
•

Build solid relationships – access a wealth of critical third-party
risk intelligence through our enterprise business and partners

•

Hundreds of specific keywords for our data help you filter and
drill down for focused screening and reduce false positives

•

Our analysts monitor areas based on their subject matter
expertise, supplemented with local language capabilities

Ongoing screening to continuously monitor third
parties for any change in status and risk levels:
•

Enable one-time screening or configure ongoing monitoring
to continuously monitor third parties for any change in status
and risk levels

•

Move your business forward with high-quality data,
augmented by advanced technology with a comprehensive
third-party risk taxonomy

•
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Access all five continent research centers, with around-theclock monitoring of sanction lists, regulatory and
enforcement lists

A single solution to screen multiple lists to
meet regulatory obligations and make informed
decisions around third party relationships:
•

Access online database containing millions of records of
suppliers, partner and third parties and entities from every
habited location, including Politically Exposed Person
(PEP) monitoring, Anti-Money Laundering screening,
sanctions, and financial crime control

•

Perform ongoing adverse media screening for negative
news related to individuals or third parties which could
suggest emerging risk for your business

•

With data presented in a highly structured format, it’s
simple to absorb into your screening processes using
common formats across a variety of software platforms

Target Audience functions:
Procurement, Risk, Finance,
Legal & Compliance

Detect and access
risks

Screening
solutions are rigid
and inflexible

Disparate systems
needed to report due
diligence activity

Challenges

Enhanced Risk
Due Diligence
Solution

It has become essential for organizations to have a clear understanding of customer, supplier
and partner risk. This has led to the development of a vast range of anticorruption legislation,
including the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA), the UK Bribery Act (UKBA), Anti-Money
Laundering (AML) and Countering the Financing of Terrorism (CFT). By undertaking an
additional, deeper due diligence review of potential customers and third parties, you can
highlight risk which cannot be detected at the geopolitical analysis or volume screening level,
to help safeguard your reputation and comply with regulatory requirements. Entering into a
contract or business relationship with an individual or entity without full knowledge of their
business dealings, past or present, can introduce significant risk to your organization.

How our solution helps:
Customized, one-time reports with rapid turnaround times
and cost effective due diligence:

Arduous, lengthy
and timeconsuming task

•

One-time reports are customized based on user
requirements and provide structured, comprehensive
scrutiny of potential business relationships

•

Our sophisticated workflow and global infrastructure ensure
reports are generated in the shortest time possible without
sacrificing quality. Turnaround times are clear, predictable,
consistent and fast: available in 10 working days and in
some cases 24 hours

•

Ensuring
compliance with
anticorruption
legislation

In-depth data and
quality control
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Focus on quality:
•

Our reports help you comply with anti-money laundering,
anti-bribery, and corruption regulations or ahead of a
merger, acquisition or joint venture.

•

Dive deeper and provide detailed integrity and background
checks for third-party assessment and identifying beneficial
ownership structures

•

Reports focus not only on the company, its owners and
operating and litigation history, but also on key
management and decision makers, providing insight on
their background, track records, competencies, potential
conflicts of interest, and political and criminal links

Due diligence reporting and risk intelligence gathering is all
prepared in-house, using our own research analysts. This
ensures consistent, high-quality output and control costs,
without the risk of leaking proprietary information

Global coverage with local knowledge and access to overt
and covert sources of information:

Target Audience functions:
Procurement, Risk, Finance, Strategy
Corporate Development, Strategy,
Legal & Compliance

•

Our in-house research analysts are strategically located
around the world and speak over 60 local languages. Most
information is sourced from primary data sources in the
relevant country and local language.

•

Sources are also compiled from numerous corroborating
public and covert sources, including local and international
media, regional and country regulatory bodies and court
records

